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Dear Students,

By now, we have visualized and understood Canadian literature in English, in the following manner:

Why Canadian Literature?
(The contexts of Canadian Literature)

What Canadian Literature?
(The texts, trends and contexts of Canadian Literature)

How Canadian Literature?
(The methodologies and theories)

We have understood the construct of Canadian Literature, by tracing the origin, development and proliferation of Canadian Literature as a significant area in the general construct of New Literatures in English. During our formal classes in the current semester, we have discussed almost every text. Follow the patterns given below to read them further:

1. Reading
2. Understanding
3. Concept formulation
   3.1 Analysis and Understanding
   3.2 Correlation and scaling with other New Literatures
   3.3 Inferences and Idea Formulation
Please refer the following links in continuation with my discussions in the formal classroom:

**Canadian Studies Study Resources**

Students, please study the study material distributed in the classroom. Refer the following sources as secondary source references. These sources are freely available online.

1. [https://guides.lib.uw.edu/c.php?g=341370&p=2303564](https://guides.lib.uw.edu/c.php?g=341370&p=2303564)
   It is a rich source for the Primary and Secondary sources on the texts, contexts and connotations of Canadian Literature.

2. *Canadian Literature: A Quarterly of Criticism and Review.* [https://canlit.ca/](https://canlit.ca/)
   Rich source of criticism on different texts prescribed in our syllabus.

   [https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/cambridge-history-of-canadian-literature/550EC03EA48D94967DC85B144C7676AD](https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/cambridge-history-of-canadian-literature/550EC03EA48D94967DC85B144C7676AD)

   (A reference on the texts, contexts and connotations of Canadian Drama)


   [https://canpoetry.library.utoronto.ca/index_poet.htm](https://canpoetry.library.utoronto.ca/index_poet.htm)

7. Famous Canadian Poets and Poems.


10. Walker, George F.

11. Marie, Clements.

https://mcluhangalaxy.wordpress.com/2014/07/03/an-essay-on-the-mechanical-bride-1951/
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